Citation Elements in order: Document Example:

1 Author: William Howard Taft
2 Publication year: 1908
3 Title of speech: Republican and Democratic Treatment of Trusts
4 Name of CD: Early American Political Speech: A Collection of Speeches of American Politicians
5 Format: CD
6 Place of publication: Minneapolis
7 Label: Filibust

Proper Reference Format:

References in ASA are single-spaced and indented after the first line.


Citation in Text:

Place parenthetical citations in context in your sentences, after the word that needs the citation. Use both the original and the reprint dates in the parenthetical citation:

In a much-loved speech (Taft [1908] 2007), he addressed the issue of trusts.

Alternatively, you can integrate the citation into your own narrative, like so:

In his fascinating speech, Taft ([1908] 2007) addressed the issue of trusts.